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enish inc.（TSE 1st section：3667）
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Business profile
・Designs, develops and operates social apps games.
・ For its current apps (browser games),

enish has an edge in management

simulation games, including “My Restaurant (Bokuno resutoran)” series, which has a
long life time value. These games also attract female users, which is also a strength
of the company.
・Intends to move towards a smooth transition to native apps. Being able to establish
their unique revenue generating model is one of their main initiatives for this fiscal
year. Although enish intended to release 6 titles this FY, given the intensifying
competitive environment, they have decided to reduce the number to 4, in order to
enhance the quality of the titles.
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Keep an eye on future developments
（Review for Q2 FYE December 2015）
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《Overview》

PL statement for Q2 FYE Dec. 2015

（unit: million yen）

Overview of results
Sales for current browser games are on a declining trend as potential users are
increasingly changing their devices from feature phones to smart phones (which is a
major reason behind increased users for native apps). For this Q2, the Company has
made major upgrades in the native apps they released last year (“Grand Gods of the
Millennium” and “My Restaurant (Boku no Resutoran) 3DX”) and made promotions
to users who had downloaded the existing version. However, this has not
transformed into the expected increase in sales, and led to a decrease in sales and
profits compared to last year.
Details of the downward revision（disclosed on June 26th）and Q2
(cumulative) results
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What the Company had initially intended for this fiscal year was as follows: to make
a full transition into native apps, with the full scale operation of “Grand Gods of the
Millennium” and “My Restaurant (Boku no resutoran) 3DX” (both of which were
released last year) and the release 6 new titles. And by doing so, increase the sales
of these native apps to exceed that of the current browser apps. However, given the
reasons below, the full year earnings forecast has been revised downwards:
① Unlike browser apps, where “updating games after its release (and monetize as
the users continue the games)” is acceptable, native apps needed to be released
it in its “complete form (meaning it includes the option to continue games with
an added fee) ”; but this was not fully recognized by the Company. Therefore for
the “Grand Gods of the Millennium”, although there were many pre-registrations,
many users left the game at an early stage, and the Company lost their
opportunity to monetize. Given this situation, the Company has decided to
transfer the operation to their co-developing partner, and change the business
model to one of revenue-sharing. The sales estimate is revised according to this
change.
② With the lessons learned from the above, the Company reviewed the quality of
all 6 titles which they had initially planned to release this year. As a result, for the
two titles which they saw as unable to reach the expected quality for the users
（”Valiant Soul” and “Kunio-kun”）, development has been halted (ie. only 4
titles will be released).The sales amounts for these two titles have also been
decreased.
③ For the 4 new titles that were to be released, the Company re-examined the
quality that is required from the game users, and in order to provide a high-spec
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game from the beginning and increase user satisfaction, decided to delay the
release dates from the initial schedule. By doing so, the monetization timing has
also been moved back, and revenue will only be generated in the next fiscal year.
④ For its overseas distribution structure, the Company was initially going to have a
system where they make own-company distributions and implement a CS
structure overseas. However, by reconsidering the earning structure, they have
changed their policy to place more priority on collaboration with local partners
and decided to scale down and liquidate their overseas bases (CS base in
Thailand, Shanghai)
Since the profit forecast has been revised, there has been a reversal of deferred tax
assets. And as already been reported, net income for the full fiscal year is forecasted
to post a loss of 1.6 billion yen.
Measures to improve performance moving forward
The Company is listing the 4 measures below to improve its business performance:

Situation of New Game Titles
The new titles are categorized as follows:
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There is a favorable balance between male and female target games; there is also a
mix between originally- and co-developed titles, which takes into consideration the
Company’s current development structure.
For “12 ODINS”, if released in its “complete form”, can be expected to monetize at an
early stage, as it targeted for mid- to hard-core male users. For MIRAMIRA, which
targets female users, there is already 100 thousand pre-registrations, and is
expected to become a game with a long life time value.
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SIR hopes to see steady developments in the new game releases, given the
Company’s experiences gained through its trial-and-error in the social native apps
area.
Yuichi Sekiguchi
CEO, Strategic IR Insight, Inc.
Global Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Strategic IR Insight Inc. (hereafter “SIR”). This document is for
distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or
use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country
or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to
law or regulation or would subject SIR to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction. It is published solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular
trading strategy. No representation or warranty expresses or implied, is provided in relation to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this document (‘the
Information’), except with respect to Information concerning SIR. The Information is not intended
to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in
the document. SIR does not undertake to update or keep current the Information. Any opinions
expressed in this document may change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions
expressed by other business areas or groups of SIR. Any statements contained in this report
attributed to a third party represent SIR's interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions
provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and
interpretation has not been reviewed by the third party.
Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or
recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise
prudence and their own judgment in making their investment decisions.
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SIR. The analysis
contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result
in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this document may
interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of
gathering, applying and interpreting market information.
SIR specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without the written
permission of SIR and SIR accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this
respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are protected by third party copyright,
trademarks and other intellectual property rights. All rights reserved.
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